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Hawks fall to Pelicans in exhibition 

Related

By Chris Vivlamore

The Hawks fell behind by 16 points in the first quarter and never recovered in a 105-73 loss to the Pelicans in an exhibition
game played in Biloxi, Miss. Sunday.

The Hawks (1-2) were led by Al Horford with 21 points and six rebounds in 27 minutes.

Coach Mike Budenholzer continued to rest starters as he evaluates those vying for open roster spots. DeMarre Carroll did
not play and was replaced by Damien Wilkins in the starting lineup. The Hawks started Jeff Teague, Kyle Korver, Paul
Millsap, Wilkins and Horford.

Dennis Schroder, David Lighty and Eric Dawson also did not play. Adonis Thomas saw his first action of the exhibition
season by playing 11 minutes. He finished with two points.

Following the game, Thomas tweeted "Played in my first NBA game today and got a bucket. Could have shot it better, but the
feeling of being out there was incredible."

The Pelicans were led Anthony Davis with a game-high 23 points and nine rebounds. Ryan Anderson added 20 points. The
Pelicans shot 56 percent (42 of 75) from the field.

Millsap added 13 points for the Hawks, who got points from 12 of the 13 players who appeared in the game. The Hawks
shot just 38.8 percent (26 of 67) from the field.

The Hawks were without Gustavo Ayon (right shoulder), John Jenkins (lower back) and Lou Williams (right knee), all of
whom did not travel to the game.

With a roster still at the maximum of 20 players, the first round of cuts could come as soon as Monday.

The Hawks will play their first home exhibition game of the season on Thursday when they host the Spurs at Philips Arena.
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Posted by Rick_James at 5:19 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

This is going to be a really bad team..I'm avoiding my account excutive who's trying to get me to renew my ticket package.I
just dont have the heart to tell him no.

Posted by MattP at 5:54 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

Can't wait for Williams to return.

Posted by vava74 at 6:06 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB:

doc, 

I am comfortably in bed with both :-)

If we tank we have a chance to snatch a transcendental talent. 

If we don't tank I will gladly watch Bud try to make orange juice out of lemons until we find that mythical trade partner who will
give us the Harden mk. 2 we need. 

Also, contrary to others I like watching young guys with upside, something that either way I will get to see. My favourite
sleeper? Cunningham. I think he has game, just needs to fix his shot and he is NBA starting material.

Posted by doggoneit at 6:07 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

This is going to be a really good team! Go Hawks!
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Posted by moboman at 6:17 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

So far Cunninghams not showed me much. A good athlete in a 2 guards body, but with no shooting skills. A 2 that cant
shoot, not much PT avail for that if you expect to win games.

Posted by WPL at 6:18 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

This is going to be a long miserable season hawks fans,
and I wanted J. Smith and L. Drew to be gone so bad.
Be careful what you wish for!!!!!!!

Posted by vava74 at 6:23 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

doc,

another thing: if this team REALLY sucks and ends up deep in lottery ticket, this will be a DF/CMB's failure. 

if that happens it won't be by design, by choice to tank, it will be because the attempt to build a team of "workers" has failed.

although I would, normally take the romantic side of the "don't tank", "build from within", "build a culture" crew, I can't this time,
not with the draft that is incoming and also because I don't think you can build that without a superlative talent.

Posted by vava74 at 6:27 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

moboman, 

He is more than just an athlete, he has excellent handle and protects the rock while getting into deep traffic.

That allows him to get to the line very often. That is an NBA skill.

Averaged nearly 10FTA during his two last years of college.

Posted by vava74 at 6:28 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

"deep in lottery ticket" = "deep in lottery territory" :-)

Posted by WPL at 6:32 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse
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The hawks have been having a problem scoring, in all 3 gms, they just don't
have it, and to lose by 30 pts today is unacceptable whether its preseason or
not. Empty arena, 2014 Lottery pick!!!

Posted by Moses99 at 6:50 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

"Best plan moving forward!"

If we find this basketball team in the NBA lottery for the next 2-3 seasons, that would be an absolute blessing! Maybe we
acquire 3 rookies who will be our "BIG 3" for the next decade going forward!

Big Moses in Da House!!!!!

Posted by B_D at 6:59 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

32 points! 32 points!!! Even is this is pre-season, we can't do any better than to lose by 32 pts. If there is not another trade
before the season, there is going to be a miserable season. 

@WPL, Josh stunk up the place in Detroit's last game. So don't let your wish be misguided. 

Jeff, 6 turnovers in 16 minutes? Guys, come on. You are better than that. GA Tech could have played better than that (sigh).
GO HAWKS!!! OMG

Posted by AstroJoe at 7:35 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

James Johnson hasn't played like a guy desperate to stay in the NBA. I wonder if he has a "promise" to make the team.

Posted by AstroJoe at 7:57 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

It is a good thing we're not supposed to take pre-season games too seriously or I would wonder about Teague shooting
something like 7-24 so far in 3 games.

Posted by Slimjr at 8:18 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

I suspect this beat down today was not a fluke? The Pelicans coach Bud????? :(

Mr. Ferry, what a brilliant path you have taken to disguise your plans..Keep your fans believing just the opposite. If you can
pull it off, you are my GM of the year!!! :)
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Too bad All NBA's game does not compute to impacting the win column..But we already knew going in, some of us... :(

Will we see this repeat performance again this coming season? 

Is a broken clock right on time twice a day? :)

Hire a driver........

2014

Posted by Kensdobs at 8:21 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

With a full 20 man roster & cut coming Monday, it's obvious coach Bud was less interested in winning & more interested in
using this gm to evaluate players on the bubble. Unlike many of you, I see no logical reason to panic after only 3
"PRESEASON" gms.

For the last 3 preseasons we've seen the NEGATIVE MINDED, GLASS HALF EMPTY crowd predict DOOM & GLOOM, only be
proven wrong each time.

Posted by Slimjr at 8:23 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

Thirty wins generated by this group of basketball players would be phenomenal!

Posted by ceb795 at 8:35 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

Anthony Davis 6-10, 220 LBS and he plays for the Pelicans. BeBe 7ft, 225 LBS and the Hawks sent him home. Wasted a
year for his development.

Posted by WPL at 8:44 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

SPORTS: Pro and College teams are cursed in Georgia.
They need no nonsense coaches like the old Bill Parsons, Doc Rivers, Nick Saban,
these type coaches are not concern with trying to make the players like them, they
understand clearly, that its about winning, and they are driven to win, what ever it
takes !!!!!!
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Posted by IAW at 9:01 p.m. Oct. 13, 2013
Report Abuse

With a full 20 man roster & cut coming Monday, it's obvious coach Bud was less interested in winning & more interested in
using this gm to evaluate players on the bubble. Unlike many of you, I see no logical reason to panic after only 3
"PRESEASON" gms.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Should not matter. Remeber these guys "hustle on every play", " have high bball IQs" and are "efficent scorers". The Hawks
were outscored by 16 in the first qtr. In preseason they should be beating teams if these things are true. Clichés don't win
games. 
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